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Abstract: Research on area of self efficacy theory is scarce in African context though several scholars propose the need for investigating the practical utility of the theory in other cultural settings aside from Western countries. We have tested the theory of self-efficacy in Ethiopian context and showed how an innovative classroom based strategy (promoting students’ mastery experience, exposing students to role model, persuading students the importance of effort and creating favorable attitude towards a subject) influenced self-efficacy belief and academic achievements of students in applied mathematics II employing explanatory sequential mixed methods design. We found statistically significant difference between the experimental group and the control group on mean academic performance of applied math II (t = 2.75, df = 121, p = .007). The magnitude of the mean difference (MD = 5.77) between the two groups was medium ($\eta^2 = .4978$). There was no statistically significant mean difference in the experimental group and the control group on mean score of self-efficacy belief in mathematics (t = .626, df = 85, p = .553) though the experimental group scored higher than the control group. We validated the self efficacy theory in Ethiopian context and also provided insight how mathematics instructors could use the innovative classroom based strategy. Further study on the applicability and generalization of the intervention package in other contexts is warranted.
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I. Introduction: Background

In education context students are expected to invest effort, participate and show perseverance in their learning. However, lack of interest and
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confidence, low motivation and disengagement are common among students. Such behaviors could be explained by the theory of self-efficacy. Self-efficacy beliefs determine students academic functioning through cognitive, motivational, affective, and decisional making processes. The cognitive process refers to students thinking in self-enhancing or self-debilitating ways; the motivational aspects includes the motivation students have for their learning and persistence in the face of challenges; the affective domain incorporates emotional aspects of students; and the decision making includes the choices students make in a course of their education.

Students’ mathematics self-efficacy is defined as belief of competency in engaging in mathematical problems. Several scholars indicate students’ beliefs in mathematics as an important element in determining their behavior to a large extent. Students with a higher self-efficacy belief display adaptive behavior such as investing the necessary effort, participating eagerly in their learning, recovering from failure more quickly, engaging in challenging learning experiences, discarding quickly a faulty strategy, anticipating higher goals, showing perseverance in the face of difficulty, having motivation to learn, employing different learning strategies, attributing their success to effort and failure to inappropriate strategy than students with low self-efficacy belief.

Various research works also demonstrate the relationship between student’s self-efficacy belief in mathematics and academic achievement in mathematics.

---
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The findings reveal students’ self-efficacy belief in mathematics influence academic achievement directly or indirectly by raising students’ persistence. Therefore, educators need to think of strategies that could enhance student’s self-efficacy belief and academic achievement in mathematics. In line with this, a number of researchers suggest self-efficacy theory as a comprehensive model for mathematics teachers for enhancing students’ self-efficacy belief and academic achievements through designing appropriate instructional strategies complement with the traditional method of teaching mathematics.

II. Statement of the problem

Despite an increasing number of publications on self-efficacy beliefs and academic performance in math in Western countries over the past decades, researches conducted in the tenet of self-efficacy are bounded by several limitations. Scarce research in African context is one of the limitations though several scholars propose the need for investigating the practical utility of the theory in other cultural settings.

In addition, there is little empirical evidence that show how college mathematics instructors enhance students’ mathematics self-efficacy in a classroom though studies carried out in Western countries suggest instructional strategies involving mastery experiences raise students’ mathematics self-efficacy.
On top of that a research work conducted in Ethiopian Universities discloses frustration and low confidence in mathematics among students due to poor background in math, discouragement from instructors when students make mistake, failure to explain concepts adequately as instructors are merely interested to cover chapters, limited time for class activity and poor feedback provision. Similarly, a study conducted in secondary school students shows significant numbers of students perceive mathematics as a difficult subject to learn and this perception in turn deters students to learn mathematics. In spite of such problems, there is no single study that gives insight to policy makers and mathematics instructors on how to modify students’ sense of self-efficacy belief in a classroom setting and how students’ performance could be improved.

In line with the aforementioned gaps, we test the theory of self-efficacy in Ethiopian context and show how the classroom based intervention strategy (promoting mastery experience, exposing students to role model, persuading students the importance of effort and creating favorable attitude towards a subject) influence self-efficacy belief and academic achievements of students in applied math employing explanatory sequential mixed methods design. By doing so, we validate the theory of self efficacy in Ethiopian context in particular, and in Africa in general; and also provide mathematics instructors a viable approach of integrating the intervention strategy with the usual way of instruction. In sum, the study has both theoretical and practical significances. Consequently, we address the following hypothesis.

• $H_1$: Students who will receive the treatment (self efficacy enhancement strategy) will score higher on self-efficacy belief in applied math II than students who will not receive the treatment ($H_1: \mu_{\text{self-efficacy score for the experimental group}} \geq \mu_{\text{self-efficacy score for the control group}}$).

• $H_1$: Students who will expose to the treatment (self efficacy enhancement strategy) will score higher in applied math II academic performance than students who will not expose to the treatment ($H_1: \mu_{\text{academic achievements for the experimental group}} \geq \mu_{\text{academic achievements for the control group}}$).

---


III. Theoretical framework

III.1. Self-efficacy theory

In an attempt to study and influence students’ academic engagement, one could not think a better theory than Bandura’s theory of self-efficacy as it is a well-tested theory, suggests ways of improving educational practices and scores of researchers have also shown the effectiveness of the various intervention programs based on the theory.\textsuperscript{21, 22, 23} The theory clearly articulates the constructs of self-efficacy and also posits how self-efficacy could be formed and modified in a classroom level. According to self-efficacy theory, students’ self-efficacy is developed as students interpret their exposure with respect to mastery experiences, vicarious experiences, verbal persuasion and physiological and emotional arousal.\textsuperscript{24, 25}

Performance/mastery accomplishment is the experience students perceived from a specific activity in the past; and successful performance of the activity enhances a sense of self-efficacy while unsuccessful accomplishments wakened the formation of self-efficacy belief.\textsuperscript{26, 27} Performance experience is the very important aspect of self-efficacy belief and contributes a lot for students’ self-efficacy belief and academic achievements. If students have a history of good performance in a certain subject, then they will develop belief that they will be a good performer in that particular subject in the future.\textsuperscript{28, 29} Performance experiences could be enhanced in the classroom by breaking complex behavior to small achievable goals; establishing small goals; making an individual’s effort and recording progress with a calendar.\textsuperscript{30}
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The other source of self-efficacy belief is vicarious experiences. Vicarious experiences serve as an important function as a role model in which observing a student succeeded or failed in a particular subject could likely alter other students’ self-efficacy beliefs in that particular subject. Usher and Pajares state that if students observe a classmate succeed in a challenging mathematics problem, for example, they would be likely convinced that they could also master the challenging task.

Verbal persuasion which includes encouragement from parents, teachers, and peers is one source of self-efficacy-belief; and the physiological arousal that includes anxiety, stress, fatigue, and mood is also other sources of self-efficacy-belief. Encouragement from parents, teachers, and peers whom students trust can boost students’ confidence in their academic capabilities; and also promoting students’ positive emotional state and reducing negative emotional experiences strengthens self-efficacy. However, various research works have shown that these two sources of self-efficacy belief contribute the least to self-efficacy belief formation.

### III.2. Intervention packages

Various research works have shown that teachers could cultivate and promote students’ self-efficacy and academic achievements based on four sources of self-efficacy belief. In the process of modifying students’ sense of self-efficacy belief and academic achievements, instructors could integrate the usual method of instruction with self efficacy enhancement strategy. Brewer writes as follow how to integrate an innovative pedagogy with the existing traditional instruction:

---
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The traditional framework of most college algebra classes includes lectures provided by the instructor and homework completed by the student. If effective pedagogical changes made that fit within this traditional lecture-based framework then it is more likely that these changes will be accepted and consistently used by the collegiate mathematics education community.40

Consequently, we develop an innovative classroom based strategy that could enhance students’ self-efficacy belief and academic achievements in mathematics. It is innovative because we align the self-efficacy enhancement strategy with lecturing and implement the intervention regularly during instruction. The innovative classroom based strategy is basically adapted from Bandura’s theory of self-efficacy and existing literatures.41 There are lots of practical and theoretical evidences that show the effectiveness of the innovative classroom based strategy in influencing students’ self-efficacy belief and academic achievements in mathematics.42,43

We hypothesize that a combination of the innovative classroom based strategy with the traditional instruction is likely to have an influence in students’ academic achievements and self-efficacy belief in math II as depicted in figure 1.
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Figure 1

Schematic diagram of the innovative classroom based strategy and proposed influence on students’ academic achievements and self-efficacy belief in math II
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Instructors implement the innovative classroom based strategy along with the daily traditional instruction in mathematics. The elements of the innovative classroom based strategy are depicted in table 1.

Table 1
Elements of the innovative classroom based strategy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>When to implement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy 1: Mastery experience</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting the lesson with a review</td>
<td>beginning of lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posting the daily lesson objective or shared them with the student</td>
<td>beginning of lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing and checking objectives achieved</td>
<td>at the end of the lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking students to record each day on a calendar something new they learned</td>
<td>at the end of the lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcing students (could be privately or in group) on the objectives they had mastered</td>
<td>always, during or after lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing a specific feedback on assignment, class work</td>
<td>always, during or after lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompting students who perform poorly to attribute their failures to lack of effort</td>
<td>always, during or after lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completing accomplishment plan by setting up small goals and proceed to difficult ones</td>
<td>always, during or after lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping students to record goals achieved for the accomplishment plan</td>
<td>always, during or after lesson</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing student’s accomplishment plan</td>
<td>all the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy 2: Vicarious experiences</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer modeling</td>
<td>beginning of the intervention</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy 3: Verbal persuasion</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging students’ performance or ability to perform</td>
<td>all the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orienting students continuously they could master applied II with an effort</td>
<td>all the time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy 4: Emotional arousal</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comforting students during exercise, exam, telling them the type of exam</td>
<td>Whenever there is exercise, test</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
IV. Methodology

IV.1. Design of the intervention phase

An explanatory sequential mixed methods design was used as indicated in figure 2. First, a quasi-experimental design was used followed by a qualitative method. The quasi-experimental design was chosen because it was not possible to randomly assign students to either the treatment or the control group as the group (classroom) was already formed. Researchers in the area of self-efficacy suggest that a quantitative study should be complemented by qualitative inquiry to get additional information. Thus, we conducted FGDs with some students of experimental group at the conclusion of the intervention to document their experience in applied math II before the intervention, change in self-efficacy, academic achievements, positive and negative aspect of the intervention. The study was conducted over four week periods in the second semester of 2015/16 academic year, in 123 (90 males, 33 females) first year engineering students, Institute of Technology, Jimma University, Ethiopia.

---

Figure 2
Explanatory sequential mixed methods design

---

IV.2. Instruments

Self-efficacy belief: A scale on self-efficacy measure was used to measure students’ level of self-efficacy belief in mathematics before and after the experiment. The self-efficacy scale contains 14 items which was adapted to suit mathematics self-efficacy for college students. Students rate each item on a five point scale (1-Never; 2-Seldom; 3-Sometimes; 4-Often; 5-Usually). As an example, ‘I feel confident to ask questions in my applied mathematics class’, ‘I believe I can do well on applied mathematics test’ and ‘I believe I can understand the content in applied mathematics course’ were some of the items included in the self-efficacy scale. The psychometric qualities of the self-efficacy were checked taking 25 first year material engineering students from Jimma University, Technology Institute. The Chronbach alpha (α level) inter item reliability estimate was .961.

Mathematics Achievement II: Mathematics achievement was operationalized as a numerical grade students received on mid and final exams of applied math II. The academic achievement tests were developed in relation with the course outline of applied mathematics II by the classroom teacher. Students’ score in the mid exam was served as a pretest and the final exam was served as a post test. The psychometric quality, especially the content validity of the exams, was checked.

Intervention Package: An intervention package was adapted, piloted and used for the study. The intervention package was tried out in first year material engineering students. We learnt from the pilot test the intervention packages could be implemented in a classroom with some preparation. Some strategies were excluded from the final intervention. For instance, peer modeling by senior students was excluded as it was difficult to arrange.

FGDs: Students’ experiences in mathematics before and after the intervention and possible changes in self-efficacy and academic achievements as result of the intervention, positive and negative aspect of the intervention were probed.

IV.3. Procedures

First, among applied mathematics course instructors who were offering the applied mathematics II in the 2015/16 in Jimma University, Institute of Technology, one instructor was selected. The criteria for the selection was

---
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teaching at least two sections as they serve as the control and experimental groups, had some training on method of teaching and experienced in teaching applied mathematics II. Students of one department were assigned in a control group while students of the other department were assigned in the experimental group randomly.

Then, orientation to the selected instructor was given for about an hour by the investigators on how to go about the whole experiment. Specifically, detailed orientation was given with the help of an intervention guideline. The orientation was focused on how to do each component of the intervention packages, when to do the various components and also how to effectively engage students in the some component of the strategy. Moreover, the instructor was told to register the strengths, weaknesses, unusual or unexpected circumstances during the intervention and write any comments of the experiment on the prepared guidelines throughout the intervention phase. Each day the instructor recorded the self-efficacy strategies implemented during the instruction in a checklist. The instructor also oriented how to engage students effectively in mathematics instruction with the help of student accomplishment plan and a calendar. The orientation was focused on how students should use the plan and the calendar in applied math II.

At the onset of the experiment, students were given a brief description of the procedure and asked whether they were willing to participate and no one refused. Then, a pre test was conducted and compared to see whether the experimental and control group were equivalents on their level of mathematics self-efficacy scores and on their midterm exam achievements on applied math II. With this the researchers checked the equivalence of the two groups on self-efficacy measure and academic achievements scores at the onset.

There were 63 students in the experimental group and 60 students in the control group. Students in the experimental group were taught applied math II with instructional strategies containing self-efficacy intervention management for about 4 weeks (3 hours per week) by the classroom teacher while students in the control group were taught with the usual instruction. The actual implementation of the mastery, vicarious, verbal and emotional experiences were 86%, 100%, 93% and 86% as depicted in table 2, respectively.

Then, a self-efficacy scale similar to the pre test and a final exam on applied mathematics II were administered for the experimental and control groups at the conclusion of the intervention. Finally, experimental group’s self-efficacy and academic achievement scores in applied math II were compared to the control group. Moreover, FGD with students was conducted to secure additional information on changes of self-efficacy belief, academic achievements and the whole process of the intervention.
## Table 2
Actual performance of the intervention packages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategies</th>
<th>Week 1</th>
<th>Week 2</th>
<th>Week 3</th>
<th>Week 4</th>
<th>Achieved (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1st class</td>
<td>2nd class</td>
<td>1st class</td>
<td>2nd class</td>
<td>1st class</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy 1 (Mastery experiences)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Starting the lesson with a review</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Posting the daily lesson objective</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing and checking objectives</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asking students to record each day on a calendar something new they learned</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reinforcing students (could be privately or in group)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Writing a specific feedback on assignment, class work</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prompting students who perform poorly to attribute their failures to lack of effort</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Completing accomplishment plan</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helping students to record goals achieved</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reviewing student’s accomplishment plan</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Strategy 2 (Vicarious experiences)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peer modelling</td>
<td>x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Strategies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strategy 3 (Verbal persuasion)</th>
<th>1st class</th>
<th>2nd class</th>
<th>1st class</th>
<th>2nd class</th>
<th>1st class</th>
<th>2nd class</th>
<th>1st class</th>
<th>Achieved (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Encouraging pertaining to students’ performance</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orienting students continuously that they could master applied II with an effort</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>86%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Strategy 4 (Emotional arousal)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Comforting students during exercise, exam</th>
<th>1st class</th>
<th>2nd class</th>
<th>1st class</th>
<th>2nd class</th>
<th>1st class</th>
<th>2nd class</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

IV.4. Analysis

IV.4.1. Quantitative Analysis

Mean and independent t test were used to check differences on mathematics self-efficacy and academic achievement scores of applied Mathematics II between the control and experimental groups before and after the intervention. A two tail t test with .05 α level was used.

IV.4.2. Qualitative analysis

Qualitative data analysis was conducted by transcribing and coding key data elements. Then, codes were merged to thematic areas.

IV.5. Ethical Considerations

Permission was obtained from each participant. The aim of the study was explained to the respondents and confidentiality was assured using code instead of names throughout the research.
V. Results

60 (48 males, 12 females) and 63 (42 males, 21 females) students participated in the control and experimental group, respectively. The mean age of the participants was 19.47 with a standard deviation of 1.28.

V.1. Difference on self-efficacy scores between the experimental and control groups before the intervention

The mean score on self-efficacy belief in mathematics for the experimental group was 3.62 with a standard deviation of .81 while the mean score on self-efficacy belief in mathematics for the control group was 3.58 with a standard deviation of .77. We run independent t test to check the observed differences on measure of self-efficacy belief in mathematics between the control and experimental group were statistically significant. The Shapiro-Wilk test indicated that the assumption of normality was met for the experimental (statistic = .978, df = 47, p = .508) and the control (statistic = .984, df = 43, p = .813) groups. The independent sample t test indicated there was no statistically significant mean differences in the two groups on mean scores of self-efficacy belief in mathematics (t = .252, df = 88, p = .802).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>3.62</td>
<td>.81</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>.252</td>
<td>.802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>.77</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V.2. Differences on self-efficacy scores between the experimental and control groups after the intervention

The mean scores on self-efficacy belief in mathematics for the experimental group was 3.67 with a standard deviation of .66 while the mean score for self-efficacy belief in mathematics for the control group was 3.57 with a standard deviation of .77. We conducted independent t test to check the observed differences on measure of self-efficacy belief in mathematics between the experimental and control groups were statistically
significant. The Shapiro-Wilk test indicated that the assumption of normality was met for the experimental (statistic = .967, df = 44, p = .234) and the control (statistic = .984, df = 43, p = .813) groups. Though the experimental group scored higher than the control group on measure of self-efficacy belief in mathematics, the independent sample t test indicated there was no statistically significant mean differences between the experimental and the control groups (t = .626, df = 85, p = .553).

Thus we failed to reject $H_0$ as students who received the treatment in experimental group did not exhibit a statistically significant mean difference on measure of self-efficacy beliefs in mathematics compared to students who were assigned in the control group ($H_0$: $\mu$ self-efficacy score for the experimental group = $\mu$ self-efficacy score for the control group).

Table 4
Mean score on self-efficacy belief in mathematics between the experimental and control groups after the intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>$\bar{X}$</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>.663</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>.626</td>
<td>.533</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>3.57</td>
<td>.773</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

V.3. Differences on academic achievements in applied math II between the experimental and control groups before the intervention

The mean scores on academic performance in applied mathematics II for students of the experimental and control groups were computed before the intervention to check their equivalence. The mean academic performance (Mean = 13.06, Std. dev. = 6.485) of students in the experimental group was higher than the mean academic performance (Mean = 12.00, Std. dev. = 6.344) of the control group. We run independent t test to check the observed differences on mid academic performance of applied math II between the experimental and the control groups were statistically significant. The Shapiro-Wilk test indicated that the assumption of normality was met for the experimental (statistic = .090, df = 63, p = .200) and the control (statistic = .986, df = 60, p = .061) groups. The independent sample t test indicated there was not a statistically significant differences on mean scores of mid academic performances of applied math II (t = .905, df = 121, p = .336) between the experimental and the control groups. Prior to the intervention both groups of students had similar academic performances in applied mathematics II.
V.4. Differences on academic achievements in applied math II between the experimental and control groups after the intervention

The mean academic performance (Mean = 23.96, Std. dev. = 10.08) of students in the experimental group was higher than the mean academic performance (Mean = 18.19, Std. dev. = 13.06) of students who were assigned in the control group. The Shapiro-Wilk test indicated the assumption of normality was met for the experimental (statistic = .985, df = 63, p = .658) and the control (statistic = .964, df = 60, p = .132) groups on mean academic performance of applied math II. Then, we run independent t test to check the observed differences on mean academic performance of applied math II between the experimental and the control groups were statistically significant. The independent sample t test indicated there was statistically significant differences between the experimental and the control groups on mean academic performances of applied math II (t = 2.75, df = 121, p = .007). The magnitude of the mean difference (MD = 5.77) between the two groups was medium ($\eta^2 = .4978$).

Thus, we rejected $H_0$ as students in the experimental group had a statistically significant mean differences in academic achievements in applied mathematics II compared to students who were assigned in the control group ($H_0$: $\mu$ academic performance for the experimental group = $\mu$ academic performance for the control group).

Table 6
Mean scores on academic performances in applied mathematics II for the experimental and control groups after the intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Groups</th>
<th>$\bar{X}$</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Experimental group</td>
<td>23.96</td>
<td>10.08</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>.007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control group</td>
<td>18.19</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The pre-test and pos-test mean scores on academic achievements in applied math II for the experimental and control groups were graphed as follow. As shown in the figure, the progress of the experiment and the control groups follow a different pattern. In this regard, it could be concluded that exposing students to the innovative classroom based strategy resulted in different effects of academic performances in applied mathematics II. More specifically, the experimental group had higher gains in terms of academic performance in applied mathematics II at the post test than the control group even though they were nearly equal at the pre test. This situation is illustrated in the graph below.

![Figure 3: Pre test and pos test mean scores in academic achievement in applied math II for the experimental and control groups](image)

V.5. Reflection of the classroom instructor

The classroom instructor mentioned several improvements among students as a result of the intervention. The instructor mentioned different
things which were categorised under five themes: persistence, cooperation, content mastery, self regulation and efficacy belief. As indicated below, students have shown significant improvement on exerting effort, cooperating among each other, mastering of the content taught, utilising time effectively and self-efficacy belief in maths.

Table 7
Reflection of the classroom instructor on the intervention

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Theme</th>
<th>Element</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Persistence/ Effort | • Working hard in the class  
• Attending class actively  
• Almost all students trying to solve a given problem  
• Participating actively  
• Increasing effort |
| Cooperation         | • Helping each other while doing exercise  
• Trying to learn from each other |
| Content mastery     | • Answering the question correctly  
• Attaining the daily objective  
• Doing the exercise correctly  
• Almost all understood the topic |
| Self regulation     | • Utilizing the plan |
| Efficacy belief     | • Developing the sense of ‘I can do’ |

The classroom instructor pointed out some weaknesses of the intervention packages. He mentioned some challenges from student sides like not recording the daily work on accomplishment plan, refusing to receive help by peer and also there were some resistance to work in small groups at the beginning of the experiment. The classroom instructor also added that the intervention was too much to be completed with the given period. Eventually, students were acquainted with the intervention and as result most of the problems existed at the beginning of the experiment were less apparent towards the final session of the intervention, the classroom instructor said.

V.6. Qualitative findings

Focus Group Discussion (FGD) was carried with students of the experimental group. Various questions were presented for them as described below.
The FGD discussants were presented with questions about their experiences in Mathematics. *The discussants said that they thought mathematics was a difficult subject. Some students also added that people around them told that math is a difficult subject to learn and also some of the discussants said that they love mathematics very much.*

Then the discussants were asked about whether their self-efficacy in math has increased, decreased, or remained unchanged as a result of the intervention. *Almost all of the discussants said that their confidence in math had improved. They added that they got confused initially; and as they went through the intervention they came to understand the procedure of the intervention. As one female student suggested students’ accomplishment plan was very helpful for planning their time as per the activities covered in the class. In general, they said the intervention was important and should be extended to math I.*

Then the discussants were also asked about whether their academic achievements have increased, decreased, or remained unchanged as a result of the intervention. *Almost all the discussants said that their academic achievement had increased. They also added that the intervention was important in influencing their academic achievements as there were discussion with peer which immediately opens the door to clarify difficult contents and also timely feedback from the instructor was helpful to correct mistakes on time.*

Then the discussants were also asked about the positive aspects of the intervention. *The discussants said that the intervention was important to help one another and made them active. Moreover, one female student said that ‘the accomplishment plan helped her a lot in attending the course attentively and budgeting her time appropriately’. They also said that they knew in detail what contents and objectives will be covered and also realized their strength and weaknesses on daily basis through the feedback given.*

The discussants were also asked about the negative aspects of the intervention and things that need improvement in the future. *The discussants said that it would have been better to start the intervention when the course had begun. And also it should be extended to applied math I.*

Finally the discussants were invited to forward suggestions and comments about the intervention. *The discussants said that the intervention should be continued as it is important to learn applied math effectively. And also they added that it should be extended to other departments in order to minimize number of students who get failed grade in applied math courses.*
VI. Discussions

In this research, we attempted to modify the students’ self-efficacy belief and academic achievements in applied math II through innovative classroom based strategy. To this end, students who received the treatment showed a significant improvement in their academic achievements consistent with the suggestions of some researchers but inconsistent with other researcher. The most likely explanation for the improvement in students’ academic achievements in the experimental group may be the result of the exposure to innovative classroom based strategy. Specifically, modeling, attribution feedback, positive emotional experiences, mastery experiences and goal setting whom students in the experimental group encountered could be responsible for differences in academic achievements. Attribution feedback given by teachers could change students’ persistence, perseverance and perception in a way that mathematics could be mastered with effort and possibly this belief could result in improvement in academic achievements. Similarly, the goals setting could have a substantial impact on monitoring progress and achievement; reiterating lesson objectives could help students to organize their learning and evaluate their progress and in turn enhance students’ academic achievements.

Contrary to our findings, some researchers did not find statistically significant differences between the experimental and control groups in academic achievements. The possible reasons for inconsistent findings might be the short span of the intervention to effect academic achievements differences or the differences on the content or domain of the intervention.

50 Siegle and McCoach, “Increasing Student Mathematics Self-Efficacy through,” 299.
53 Ibid., 299.
On the other hand, there were no statistically significant mean differences between the experimental and the control groups on mean score of self-efficacy belief though students in experimental group scored higher on measure of self-efficacy belief in applied math II compared to students who were assigned in the control group. This finding was inconsistent with the findings of other researchers. Majority of the interventions done with the tenet of self efficacy theory across several domains have shown the potential of the intervention strategy to influence students’ self-efficacy.

The possible explanation for the insignificant differences between the experimental and the control groups on mean score of self-efficacy beliefs on applied math II could lie on the duration of the intervention and the contents of the intervention packages. The intervention could have brought the desired change had it been implemented for a longer duration. In this research, the intervention was carried out for about four weeks due to limited resources. As a result, the intervention might not be able to bring the desired result. In this regard, the implemeneter of the intervention packages commented ‘Had I started this on time, it would have been more fruitful’. The other explanation could be students’ failure to notice and report self-efficacy belief improvements as their attention could only be on mastering the academic tasks.

VII. Implications

The objective of the study was to find out how an innovative classroom based strategy influences students’ self-efficacy belief and academic achievements in applied math II.

The innovative classroom based strategy designed for the intervention group was effective in influencing students’ academic achievement in applied math II. This finding could have a practical significance for classroom instruction. If instructors use the instructional strategies regularly such as reviewing of past lesson, communicating daily objectives, checking objectives achieved on daily basis, monitoring student progress, reinforcing student on objectives they had mastered, communicating feedback on assignment and class works, persuading students who perform poorly to

---
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attribute their failures to lack of effort and encouraging them to try harder on daily basis, then students’ academic performance will be enhanced.

VIII. Future directions and limitations

The innovative classroom based strategy designed for promoting students’ self-efficacy belief and academic achievements in applied math II at a classroom could be taken as an important innovative pedagogy. However, the applicability and generalization of the intervention package should be tested in other departments of the Technology Institute at Jimma University and other Universities with rigorous design, longer duration and improved intervention packages based on the weaknesses suggested by the implementer.

Since we observed statistically significant mean differences on academic achievements between the experimental and the control groups, the findings could have practical significance in teaching applied math. We strongly recommend that workshops and seminars should be organized at Jimma University, Technology Institute, to train instructors on how to implement the innovative classroom based strategy.

Future research works should be conducted to investigate whether students’ self-efficacy belief and academic achievements in math respond better to one source of self-efficacy intervention strategy than to the other and how the four sources of self-efficacy belief interact to influence self-efficacy belief and academic achievements in math. Moreover, a research work is needed with follow up component to ascertain whether the improvement shown in academic achievement in our study is sustained or not.

Though the study came up with important findings, it has some limitations and the findings of the study should be interpreted cautiously. One of the limitations of this study could be diffusion of treatment. Students in the experimental group may share some of the tasks of the intervention to the control group which could undoubtedly affect the internal validity of the research. Similarly, we used two existing classes of students and assign one as the experimental group and the other as a control group randomly. Such assignment may introduce threat to internal validity. Moreover, the intervention which was done in classroom setting under strict supervision of the instructor may limit the external validity of the research and conducting the intervention only in two departments could also limit the generalization of the study to other settings.\(^{58}\)
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